
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

NNJ 3: PARSIPPANY, NEW JERSEY DATA CENTER 
200 WEBRO ROAD, PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054 

 
 

Cologix’s NNJ 3 Parsippany data center merges highly 

redundant infrastructure with superior design to provide a 

broad spectrum of data center services from Colocation to 

Cloud. Owned and operated by Cologix, this next-generation 

facility features high density colocation capabilities, diverse 

and redundant power, innovative cooling, comprehensive 

security features and a redundant network infrastructure. 

Furthermore, the data center’s size offers unmatched 

scalability, enabling customers to expand their IT resources 

specific to their business needs. With a variety of flexible 

power configurations and superior support services, the NNJ 3 

data center helps customers safeguard critical data while 

utilizing enterprise level IT solutions. 
 

Fully Redundant Power 

Our power infrastructure is 

engineered to deliver 

resilient, uninterruptible 

power even in the event of 

multiple component failures. 

We use 2 (N+1) redundant 

power systems with UPS and 

battery validation systems, 

Data Center Highlights 

• 120,000 Square Feet 
 

• 100% SLA Uptime Guarantee 
 

• High Density 20 kW Cabinets 
 

• SOC 1 (SSAE18/ISAE3402), SOC 2, 

HIPAA, PCI DSS  

 

• Biometric Authentication 

 

• Multiple 2(N+1) Redundant 
Power Systems 

 

• Carrier Neutral 
 

• Above FEMA 500 Year Flood 
Plain 

and diverse power feeds 

from totally autonomous 

isolated power systems, all of 

which are supported by 

backup diesel generators. 

Additionally, there is a JCP&L 

Power Substation onsite. 

 

 

High Density Colocation 

Our 20 kW per cabinet solutions 

breaks the industry standard 

power cap of 4 kW, allowing you 

to get more efficient use out of 
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Tour Our Parsippany 
NJ Data Center 

 
The Parsippany Data Center is 

about 30 miles from Manhattan and 

is a short 30 minute drive from 

Newark Liberty International Airport. 

The data center is situated in close 

proximity to Route 24, Route 46, I-80 

and I-287; easy to reach by car, bus 

or train. 
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yourcolocation space. This 

allows you to consolidate 

multiple cabinets of older servers 

into a reduced footprint, freeing 

existing cabinets for growth or 

cage consolidation. 

 

 

 
INDUSTRY STANDARD 

POWER CAP 
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High Density Cooling 
Rather than focusing on the cold air, our high density 

cooling systems capture hot air before it enters the data 

center, which results in a dramatic increase in operational 

efficiency. Heat chimneys duct exhaust directly from the 

racks to a room-based cooling system, so the cool-air 

environment is no longer contaminated with hot air, and 

we no longer have to provide air colder than necessary to 

compensate for the mixing. 
 

 

Location, Location, Location 
Our data center is strategically located in Parsippany NJ, a 

low crime neighborhood 30 miles outside of NYC. Parsippany 

is situated well above the FEMA 500 year flood plain, and our 

center remained safe, dry and accessible during all 

hurricanes and nor ‘easters, including Superstorm Sandy. 

 
 

Parsippany ~ 287 feet 

Cedar Knolls ~285 feet 

 

Totowa, NJ. ~189 feet 

Clifton, NJ . ~44 feet 

111 8thAve., NYC. ~20 feet 

Bergen, NJ, ~10 feet 

Secaucus, NJ . ~6 feet 

 

ABOUT COLOGIX 
Cologix provides reliable, secure, scalable data center and interconnection solutions from 24 prime 

interconnection locations across 9 strategic North American edge markets. Over 1,600 leading network, 

managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services and enterprise customers trust Cologix to support 

their business critical infrastructure and connect them to customers, vendors and partners. Our dedicated, 

experienced local teams and scalable solutions enable us to provide industry-leading customer service and the 

ability to successfully support customers at the Internet’s new edge. 

 

Additional Features 
 
NETWORK CONNECTIVITY 
 
- Carrier neutral facility with dual cable entrances 

 

Cologix Premium Blended Bandwidth with Dark 

Fiber connectivity to Major Carrier Hotels: 

- Metro Cross-Connect to 60 Hudson St., NYC 

and 165 Halsey St., Newark, NJ. and 
300 Boulevard East, Weehawken, NJ. 

 

Major Network Carriers On-Net: 

- Verizon, Level 3, Zayo, Lightpath, Lightower, 

Fibertech, Sunesys and Pangaea Networks. 

- Cross Connections to Cologix portfolio of 

FLEX managed infrastructure services 

 

COMPLIANCE 

- SOC 1 (SSAE18/ISAE3402) 

- SOC 2 

- HIPAA 

- PCI DSS 

-  

SECURITY SYSTEMS 

- 24/7/365 Onsite Security Personnel 

- Three Factor Authentication (Proximity Card, 

Fingerprint & Iris Scan) 
- High-Definition CCTV Monitoring 

- Dual Interlock Pre-action Fire Suppression Systems 

 

DISASTER RECOVERY SPACE 

- Individual Seats 

- Private Office Suites 

NNJ 3: 200 WEBRO ROAD, PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054 

U.S.: Columbus | Dallas | Jacksonville | Lakeland | Minneapolis | New Jersey 

CAN: Montreal | Toronto | Vancouver 

www.cologix.com | sales@cologix.com | +1.973.590.5000 | +1.855.497.2537 
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